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2020 Commemorative Fan Launched

2020 is a year most, if not all of us will want to forget.
Fan Makers have traditionally marked important livery
or national events by making a commemorative fan.
Marking such a difficult and morbid year has proven to
be a challenge.
The Makers of Playing Cards showed early on in the
year that they could mark the year sensitively, yet humourously. A Wednesday night post talk discussion
group showed there was some appetite for considering a
2020 Commemorative Fan. Particularly keen on the idea
was Angela Turner the wife of Mr Assistant Chris
Turner. Angela is a nurse and thought it would be a lovely idea to mark this year creatively with a fan.
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Charities have suffered this year and it was commonly
agreed that the profit go to Charity and if the fans were
to be sold outside the livery company then where better
than the Lord Mayor’s Appeal.
A design group was formed with the purpose of providing the design brief for the Commemorative Fan. Fan
Makers are currently delivering a ten year programme to
reverse the decline in the craft of British fan making and
therefore great attention was paid to making the content
of the fan as British as possible.
There was delight when Stewart Parvin, couturier to
HM the Queen agreed to design the fan. His simplicity
of design has produced some of the Queen’s most striking and elegant costumes.
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for our Chaplain.
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2020 Commemorative Fan (Continued from Page one)
Although he may not be a household name, Mr Parvin
follows in the footsteps of Sir Norman Hartnell and Sir
Hardy Amies, as the designer of choice to the elite fashion
buyer. Despite designing many accessories in his career,
Stewart accepted the challenge of designing his first fan!

hold a Royal Warrant, they wove the slub silk taffeta for
the fan leaves and the navy blue presentation boxes. The
Humphries Weaving Company have woven silk in Suffolk
since the late 1970’s. In their weaving history they re-wove
all of the silk for Windsor Castle after the devastating fire.
Humphries wove the finer silk taffeta for the cream
The design group asked Stewart to represent in his fan the
presentation boxes. Both companies have ties with the
resilience required at the peak of the pandemic, the hope
Weavers Company in the City.
we had as the first lockdown was lifted and the brighter
future we all sought. The Master asked that the unex- Assembly of the fan was problematic were it to be British.
pected energy that was found throughout the country and So the design group selected Khu Khu Fans owned and
in the livery was depicted. The group gave him ideas of run by Ms Victoria Speyer, who lives and works in Valenplants to represent the year.
cia, but is British to the core and a fluent Spanish speaker.
Mr Parvin’s style is simplicity and this is reflected in the
clothes that he designs “less is more”. The design of the
fan follows these same principles and is based on a rainbow. The black represents the darkness that has surrounded this year, coming out of the darkness into the light and
then up to the blue sky of hope. The blue also representing all key people working during the pandemic.
The flower on the left is London Pride. It has its links with
London and the City, being the flower that would grow in
the bomb sites after the Blitz. Petals are shown blowing in
the wind, unexpected energy and change that has affected
us all in some way.

Fan making in the 21st century embraces technology. In
order to hand screen print Stewart’s design onto the silk,
digital technicians spent six weeks separating the colour
pixilation of the design into colour groups. This then enabled the engineers to laser cut four separate colour screens
for printing by hand. Once printed the silk leaves were
delivered for assembly. As would have been done in 1709
silk leaves are stuck by hand onto the sticks and guards.
Each fan takes one operative about 5-6 hours to assemble,
trim and finish. The two leaves are bound on the outer
edge with onion paper, a nod to Spain on a very British
fan.

The Commemorative Fan 2020 represents the best of
The style of the fan is a break with tradition for the ComBritish manufacturing of luxury goods. The Royal links
pany but represents all that is best in British design.
and provenance only lend themselves to enhance an obEmbracing the theme of British fan making was one of the ject who’s future value to collectors will be without measoverriding decisions made by the design group. With this ure!
in mind two British silk weaving companies were approached to manufacture the silk for the fan leaves and
the presentation boxes. The Gainsborough Silk Weaving
Company have woven silk in Sudbury since 1903 and

At last, Fan Making education starts at University
College in West Sussex. Despite all the barriers put up by
the pandemic the staff at UAL worked with Assistants Ian
Block and Anne-Marie Benson to deliver the first modules in the Material and Spatial Practices Programme.
Over 50 students listened to talks by Anne-Marie, Mary
Kitson and Jacob Moss and then proceeded to explore fan
making in its widest sense.
In November, Fan Makers virtually presented the Most
Innovative BA in 3D Designer award to Charlie Holloway.
Charlie had presented a thesis on the dying crafts of England. You can see more of his work at https://
charlesholloway.works/ .
Presentation of the award to Charlie Holloway

At the start of 2020 we announced that we were supporting the University of the Arts in London (UAL) at Chelsea
and Camberwell School of Arts to teach modules in Fan
Making, with the intention of then awarding prizes for the
students to develop their fan making skills at West Dean
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We were also shown some work in progress as to how
other students were interpreting the challenge. There were
some fantastic and novel ideas. You can read more at
https://www.arts.ac.uk/colleges/chelsea-college-of-arts/
stories/rethinking-the-fan and some are featured in the
Master’s Update.
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A record year for the Poor Fund
Our charity, the Poor Fund has made record donations As announced earlier in the year a new bursary of £5,750
this year of over £120,000, thanks to the generosity of is being given annually to a student on the Power Turbine
current and late members of the Company.
MSc course at Cranfield University and this year we are
making grants of £9,250 to educate arts students learning
The Master, Colin Bramall, and Chairman of the Charito make fans at the University of the Arts in London.
ties Committee, Past Master Paul Hoddinott, have been
Both these have been made possible by liverymen leaving
bowled over by the kindness of members of the Compaa part of their estate to the Poor Fund.
ny in supporting our Special Covid Appeal. Launched in
September it raised £18,250 which is being distributed to The total donations we make this year is a wonderful tesfive charities that need extra support.
tament to the team who manage our charities. A full reThrough the regular generosity of our members, we have port will be in the Annual Newsletter published in
been able to make grants of £66,000 to charities that in March.
one way or another support the relief of poverty in London.

Terry Waite to attend Fan Makers’ end of year party
Banquet. Most of you will know Terry for his nearly five
years in captivity at the hands of Islamic Jihad in Lebanon,
four of those years were in solitary confinement. He has
agreed to forego the Mansion House meal to meet us
online.
Since his release Mr Waite has supported a number of
humanitarian causes and been a prolific writer.
Terry Waite has agreed to join us on the evening that we
would have been together in the Mansion House. Put it in
your diary, invite family and friends to join us for what
should be a special evening.
The format for the evening will include the opportunity to
share a glass of mulled wine and mince pies with fellow
Since April we have discovered a lot about our fellow members of the livery, friends and livery guests. BUT
members of the livery and realised how lucky we are to PLEASE BOOK IN THE MEMBERS’ SECTION OF
know them.
THE WEBSITE AND PLEASE INVITE YOUR
On the evening of 10th December we depart from that FRIENDS
format to welcome Terry Waite for what would have been
the highlight of the Fan Makers’ year, the Mansion House

Tony Woodley (1925—2020)
One of our longest standing liverymen Tony Woodley has
died. Tony was 95 and last year he celebrated 60 years as
a liveryman. He was a most respected modern fan maker
and a most ardent and proud supporter of the Company.
Last year he was presented with a certificate to mark his
membership
Pictured right: In 2019 Past Master John Allen (The Almoner)
presents late Liveryman Tony Woodley with his 60 Year Certificate
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Getting to know you: Members of the Court and
their taste in music
Continuing the series of pen portraits of members of the Court, this week we catch up with Messrs Assistants Gary
Blaker and Adrian Laurie

Assistant Gary Blaker QC
Gary has been involved
with the Fan Makers for
almost as long as he can
remember. He was
apprenticed in 1984 when
he was 14, to Peter Stewart
and after Peter died, Past
Master Norman Royce.
After having served a
seven year apprenticeship
Gary joined the Livery
and remained the
youngest Liveryman for
many years. He chaired
the Livery Committee in
2000 and was very honoured to join the Court in 2014
where he was and still is the youngest Assistant! Gary was
delighted to be on the Court when his father was Master
in 2017.
During all of this Gary has moved from being a schoolboy
at The Haberdashers’ Aske’s School in Elstree and on to
Christ’s College, Cambridge where he read history and
then law. After Cambridge Gary was called to the Bar.
At Cambridge he met Sharon whom he married in 1998.
They live in Belsize Park and have one daughter Isabella
who is very nearly 11 and has been attending the Lord
Mayor’s Show and Fan Makers’ lunch since a very young
age. Hopefully, she will be a third-generation liveryman.

Gary practises from Selborne Chambers where he
specialises in property litigation, professional negligence
and general chancery work. In 2015 Gary was appointed
Queen’s Counsel and later in the same year he was
elected a Bencher of Middle Temple, where
coincidentally he joined a number of our other members
of the Livery. In October 2020 Gary was appointed a
Recorder of the Crown Court which means he will be
sitting as a judge for a few weeks a year. At the Bar Gary is
very involved in the promotion of corporate social
responsibility and social mobility.
Sharon and Gary’s interests include watching opera and
ballet, visiting the theatre, watching cricket at Lords and
cheering on Arsenal. Travel is another passion. Gary also
collects historical autograph letters.
Gary is a Vice President of POhWER a charity which
promotes advocacy services for people with physical
disabilities, learning difficulties and mental health
problems. He recently became a trustee of the Hyman
Foundation, a charity promoting British photography
through different philanthropic ventures. He is actively
involved in his local synagogue and has been known to
take the children’s service on the High Holydays.
My inheritance tracks – The first opera I saw live was
Tosca at Covent Garden. I was lucky enough to meet
Pavarotti afterwards and the evening has always lived in
my memory. So either the whole of Tosca or if pushed
the aria E Lucevan le Stelle.

Assistant Adrian Laurie
Adrian was introduced to the company
by David Aggett in February 1999, He
has served on the Livery Committee.

in cultural practises when dealing with security
matters. Delicate liaison was required when
tutoring the State Police and Army units
assigned to the protection of the European
Athletes.

He was born in Plymouth and moved
to London aged 9yrs. He received a
Grammar school education before
entering an apprenticeship with Comyn
Ching Ltd (Ironmonger / Heating &
Ventilation Specialists).

Adrian is married to Susan a successful
Managing Director of her own student visits
company. He acts as a bookkeeper and event
organiser.

Adrian joined Metropolitan Police in
1973, specialising in Firearms, Counter
Terrorism and Public Order dealing in
large scale demonstrations and security
events/incidents before retiring from
Scotland Yard in 2011. Subsequently he was Head of
Security of the Athletes Village at the London 2012
Olympics. There were no security breaches from start to
decommissioning.

Three years ago, they moved to an old estate
farmhouse just outside Brixham, Devon with 2
acres of land overlooking the River Dart.
They have one son Iain who is a Jet2 Captain
and two grandchildren. Adrian’s interests are working in
the local community (currently President of the Rotary
Club of Brixham), Motor Cruising and Gardening
My inheritance Track:

Late in 2012 he took a similar role in Baku, Azerbaijan ‘Bat out of Hell’ by Meatloaf which reminds me of the
for the organising committee at the 1st European Games. hectic fast pace life experienced back in the day policing
This time it was all the more difficult due to the difference London and Games Security here and abroad.
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The History of the Fan Makers Company in 20 Objects
This month the objects we remember are one of the more recent fans that the Company commissioned and
a formerly stolen snuff box made from part of the old Royal Exchange that until relatively recently was
passed around after our Court dinners.

Object 13 : The Millennium Fan

Object 14: Snuff Box

Spanish for export
Circa 2000
Double screen-printed cambric leaf
Rosewood sticks (2 + 12)
10¼ inches, 26 cm.

English
Circa 1838
Wood and Sterling silver
5.5 x 2.75 x 1.75 inches, 11.2 x 70 x 42 cm. Weight: 4.2 oz., 131 g.

The double screen-printed cambric leaf of this fan depicts
on the obverse, in the centre, the artist’s impression of the
Company’s Coat of Arms, to either side of which are
various buildings with which the Company has been
associated. On the left are the Mansion House and St.
Botolph’s Hall with the church tower behind. On the
right are St. James’s Church, Garlickhythe and St. Paul’s
Cathedral. The background is a street map of London
dating from 1709, the year that the Company received its
Charter. The Coat of Arms is inscribed Worshipful
Company of Fan Makers 1709 – Arts and Trade United.
The artist was Barbara Dorf*.
The reverse shows the Master’s Badge, rosewater bowls
and banners of Liverymen, some of whom became Lord
Mayors of London. It is inscribed The Worshipful
Company of Fan Makers – Charter granted by HM
Queen Anne 1709.
The light rosewood sticks and guards are shaped and
polished and the right guardstick is etched with the
Company’s Coat of Arms and gilded. The fan has a gilt
metal pivot pin and loop, with tassel.
Provenance: Made for The Worshipful Company of Fan
Makers.
**Dorf, Barbara (b. 1933) is a painter in oil and
watercolour and art historian. She studied at the Central
School of Arts and Crafts, London, and has exhibited at
the Royal Academy, New English Art Club and other
leading galleries at home and abroad. Her work is held in
a number of public collections including The British
Museum.

Mystery surrounds this shaped wooden Snuff Box! It is
lead lined and an inscription painted on to the front
reads
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Part of the
Royal Exchange
Destroyed by fire on the night
of the 10th July
1838

A silver plate, attached to the top, is engraved
Presented to the
Worshipful Company of Fan Makers
As a mark of his high respect
& Esteem
By William Griffin Master
Sept 21st 1841

It is the handwritten memo inside that arouses interest:

This Snuff Box the property of the Company apparently
unknown as having been stolen was found exposed for
sale in a silversmith’s shop in Cornhill EC by Past Master
Colonel Messel.The Court decided however not to inquire how such article came in to their possession seeing
that it bore the Company’s Arms, but to repurchase same
and that each member present at this meeting held at the
hall of the Wax Chandlers 1928 shall contribute equally
to the cost of recovery namely £13 (NB)
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Update from the Master
As I sat down to write this update I received an email
from Jason Cleverley, the Course Director at UAL with a
photograph of the course work in fan making at UAL.
This is the first course in Fan Making at a British
university. The presentation of the prize is shown on page
2. Creative ideas on usage and design of fans are clearly
flowing freely. One student explored the fan as a tool to
obtain privacy and socially distance. Her work is shown
below.

Another student is looking to textile artistry to inspire her.

A third student is looking at modern materials as a means
of overturning the conception that ladies fans are delicate
objects:

I think this is a wonderful demonstration of the
unexpected energy that has emerged during 2020.
Wonderful creativity despite all the reasons that the
pandemic might cause people to do nothing.
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By the start of April we were considering how we could
engage with members of the Livery when we were in
lockdown. Through our fortnightly talks we discovered
that we had a fascinating and talented membership, the
team of Assistants who put this programme together must
be congratulated for their unexpected energy in keeping
the livery company alive socially. None of this would have
been possible without the enthusiastic and technical
support of Liveryman Richard Lovell, for which we are all
grateful.
The Almoner led a project to make sure that members of
the livery who might be lonely were not forgotten.
Something that is at the heart of livery life.
In July Cranfield awarded the first Fan Maker bursary for
a student who could otherwise not afford to study for the
MSc in Power Turbines.
In September the Charities Grant Secretaries developed a
plan to run a special appeal for some of the charities that
we usually support but are suffering due to the Covid
lockdown. That unexpected energy has delivered £18,250
to five causes that badly need funds in these difficult time.
This contributed to a record £120,000 being donated to
charity in November. I, along with the Wardens and Past
Master Paul Hoddinott are extremely grateful for your
donation to the Poor Fund
In June discussions started on the idea of producing a fan
to Commemorate this year. The team behind it produced
some creative ideas that means that we are well on the way
to raising the target £10,000 for the Lord Mayor’s Appeal.
A huge thank you should go to Stewart Parvin for freely
giving his time to support this project. The unexpected
energy needed to do this is depicted on the fan as the
petals of London Pride blowing in the wind.
So many members of the Company have stepped up to
help keep the Livery Company relevant during a period
when we could have been inert. I believe that we have
been able to make a few people’s lives better by what we
have done, and we have played our full part in our social,
civic and charitable roles. Thank you to everybody who
has helped.
Finally I would like to give a huge thanks to Martin
Davies, our Honourable Clerk. He has had to adapt more
than anyone to these strange circumstances, not least
accept that technology has beaten us!
I am very hopeful that next year will be very different.
We are considering a small meeting to perform the
Election of the Officers in February. We expect that the
first full Livery Dinner will be after Easter on April 15th.
I hope to see as many of you as possible at Saddlers’ Hall.
Thank you for your support. May you and your family
stay safe and well. The Mistress Fan Maker joins me in
wishing you a Merry Christmas and a safe Happy New
Year.
Colin Bramall
Master
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Forthcoming Events
The current working assumption is that there will be
no physical events until April at the earliest.
However we are examining the possibility of a
hybrid Election Day which will be held at Skinners
and St James Garlickhythe.

designing outfits for HM The Queen and other
royalty (to be confirmed)
Court Events and Court Dinners
12th January 6pm General Purposes and Finance
Committee (virtual event)

It is anticipated that by the time of the April Dinner 18th February 3.30pm Election Court Meeting
we will have moved out of Skinners’ Hall and we (Skinners’ Hall and virtual event for those who
will be in transit to Saddlers’ Hall.
choose not to attend)
All plans will be subject to government guidelines.
18th February 6pm Service at
St James
Virtual events will be planned through to the end of Garlickhythe
March.
18th February 645pm for 715pm Court only dinner
Some of our plans are provisional
(probably socially distanced)
Thursday 10th December 645pm for 7.00 pm Terry Tuesday 16th March 6pm General Purposes and
Waite will join us for a special end of year event
Finance Committee (Skinners’ Hall and virtual
Wednesday 6th January 745pm for 8pm event)
Commander Louise Ray, Commanding Officer of
HMS Westminster will discuss recent events
involving the ship and how they are dealing with
staying COVID safe.

Thursday 15th April 5pm Court Meeting (Saddlers’
Hall)
Thursday 15th April 6.45pm for 715pm Dinner
(Saddlers’ Hall).

Wednesday 20th January 745pm for 8pm the Livery
Committee is organising a quiz night.
Wednesday 3rd February 745pm for 8pm Stewart
Parvin MVO will discuss amongst other things
designing the 2020 Commemorative Fan and

A Thought for Our Chaplain

Our Chaplain, David Reindorp, has been unwell and is being cared for by his family. We wish him a
speedy recovery and thank him for the support he has given the Company this year.

Follow us on twitter @Fan_Makers

Follow us on Instagram:
@worshipfulcompanyoffanmakers
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